
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE-II ORAKZAL
AT BABAR MELA

BBANo. 55/4 of 2021

Asghar Khan etc. VS State

BA. 58/4 of 2021

Abdur Rehman vs State

ORDER
Mr. Abid Ali Advocate, Learned counsel for the26.04.2021

accused/petitioners present. Mr. Amir Shah APP for the State

present. Mr. Mehboob Rehman, Jamal Shah and jamal Noor Shah

(injured) present.

This consolidated order is intended to dispose of the above

titles bail applications submitted by Accused/petitioners Asghar

Khan s/o Muhabbat Shah, Saif Ullah s/o Azeem Khan and Abdur

Rehman s/o Muhabbat Shah r/o Qaum Mishti, Tappa Haider Khel

Sangarh District Orakzai in case FIR No.5 dated 16/04/2021 u/s

324/337A(i)F(i)/34 PPG PS Central Mishti Mela wherein the

accused/petitioners are charged for inflicting injuries upon the

complainant party by beating through sticks and firing.

Today the injured persons present and state at the bar that

they have patched up the matter with the accused/petitioners by the

interventions of elders of locality and pardoned the

accused/petitioners vide compromise deed produced before the

court. They produced affidavit of compromise and stated that they

have got no objection if the accused/petitioners are released on bail.

The compromise statement of the injured persons recorded and

placed on file. The affidavit of compromise was also placed on file

as Ex.PA.
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The offence for which the accused/petitioners are charged is

compoundable and the parties being co-villagers inter se have

effected a genuine compromise which is in the best interest of the

parties. The injured are fully satisfied with the compromise and is

no more interested in the case against the accused.

In view of the above the compromise is accepted and the bail

petitions titled above are accepted on the basis of compromise and

the accused/petitioners are ordered to be released on bail subject to

furnishing surety bond in the sum of Rs. 60,000/- with two sureties

each in the like amount to the satisfaction of this court or MOD.

File of this Court be consigned to record room after its

necessary completion and compilation.

Announced
26.04.2021 /yl.

(SHAUKAT ALI) 
Additional Sessions Judge-II, 

Orakzai at Babar Mela


